They made horseshoes to shoe horses, ploughs, sickles and repair farming implements.

They used:

Tong  tanaza
Poker  atizador
Anvil  zafra
Hammers martelos
Bellows  fuele
Smelting furnace  forno de fundición
They made:

Hoes   azada
Sickle   hoz
Scythe   gadaña
Pitchfork   forcada
Plough   arado
MILKWOMEN

They took, sold or dealed milk.

They used:

Churns leiteiras
Search the following implements about blacksmiths:

Anvil, bellows, hammer, poker and tong

APRSZTA
HOEWSOL
GKMOLNA
MEMLIGL
MRALVSP
SZHENNL
TMKBAWL

Write the names